Absolute measurement of residual absorption in optical coatings is steadily becoming more important in thin film characterization, in particular with respect to high power laser applications. A summary is given on the current ability of the laser induced deflection (LID) technique to serve sensitive photo-thermal absorption measurements combined with reliable absolute calibration based on an electrical heater approach. To account for different measurement requirements, several concepts have been derived to accordingly adapt the original LID concept. Experimental results are presented for prominent UV and deep UV laser wavelengths, covering a variety of factors that critically can influence the absorption properties in optical coatings e.g., deposition process, defects and impurities, intense laser irradiation and surface/interface engineering. The experimental findings demonstrate that by combining high sensitivity with absolute calibration, photo-thermal absorption measurements are able to be a valuable supplement for the characterization of optical thin films and coatings.
Introduction
Steadily raising power in laser material processing, finer and finer structures in semiconductor lithography and state-of-the-art optical components are faced with increasing demands and requirements. Absorption, being one of the key parameters in high-end laser applications, is gaining more and more attention due to the undesired effects resulting from thermal lensing like focus shifting, wave front deformation and depolarization. In order to take these critical issues into account in modern optic design, highly sensitive absorption measurement techniques in combination with reliable absolute calibration are required.
Commonly, measuring spectral reflectance and transmittances is the method of choice to investigate optical losses of thin films, followed by a calculation of the optical constants e.g., the refractive index n and extinction coefficient k. However, extinction coefficients obtained by that procedure contain both scatter and absorption contributions because it is not feasible to separate these parts by simply measuring transmission and reflection spectra. For particular applications, however, individual absorption and scattering data are strongly required due to their different potential interferences on the optical system performance. Further, bulk and coating/surface effects need to be separated to discriminate between different origins of absorption and scattering, respectively. Consequently, direct absorption measuring in optical thin films and bulk materials have gained more and more attention in optics qualification to ensure or improve stabile production processes, to prepare particular optical functionalities and to identify potential show stoppers upon use in high-end laser applications. Following this increasing demand, a variety of direct absorption measurement techniques have been developed recently featuring-despite particular pros and cons-a high sensitivity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Providing not only relative but absolute absorption data has recently become more and more important e.g., in order to quantitatively simulate complex optical systems. However, with respect to an absolute In the case of the LID technique, the deflection for each probe beam is detected separately by two-dimensional position sensitive detectors (PSD). The total measuring signal comprises of the sum of both PSD signals. Since the deflection directions on the PSDs have opposite signs for the two probe beams (Figure 1 ), the two signals are mathematically subtracted from each other. As a result, any measurement perturbations resulting from the probe laser source are strongly reduced for signal-to-noise enhancement. In combination with high averaging and the subsequent electronics, probe beam deflections in the range of some tens of Nanometers are detectable. Contrary to the majority of applied photo-thermal techniques, the LID technique uses a transversal configuration between pump and probe beam, i.e., the probe beam passes the sample under 90° to the pump beam. Thereby, in most cases crossing pump and probe beams is avoided. Instead the probe beam passes the sample outside the pump beam area. Since the refractive index profile outside the pump beam area is a function of the absorbed pump laser power only, the LID measuring signal is independent on the geometry of the pump laser beam. As another different feature compared to other photo-thermal techniques, the pump beam is not focused into the sample and typically has a larger beam size than the probe beam.
The LID measurement data is not obtained on a laser pulse-by-pulse basis. Instead, the probe beam position change with irradiation time is steadily registered with high sampling rate (16 kHz range) until it reaches its steady-state, i.e., the absorption induced refractive index gradient stays constant. To obtain a high accuracy, averaging is applied resulting in one data point every half a second. Due to the rather long data acquisition (0.5 s) and total measurement time (tens to hundreds In the case of the LID technique, the deflection for each probe beam is detected separately by two-dimensional position sensitive detectors (PSD). The total measuring signal comprises of the sum of both PSD signals. Since the deflection directions on the PSDs have opposite signs for the two probe beams (Figure 1 ), the two signals are mathematically subtracted from each other. As a result, any measurement perturbations resulting from the probe laser source are strongly reduced for signal-to-noise enhancement. In combination with high averaging and the subsequent electronics, probe beam deflections in the range of some tens of Nanometers are detectable. Contrary to the majority of applied photo-thermal techniques, the LID technique uses a transversal configuration between pump and probe beam, i.e., the probe beam passes the sample under 90 • to the pump beam. Thereby, in most cases crossing pump and probe beams is avoided. Instead the probe beam passes the sample outside the pump beam area. Since the refractive index profile outside the pump beam area is a function of the absorbed pump laser power only, the LID measuring signal is independent on the geometry of the pump laser beam. As another different feature compared to other photo-thermal techniques, the pump beam is not focused into the sample and typically has a larger beam size than the probe beam.
The LID measurement data is not obtained on a laser pulse-by-pulse basis. Instead, the probe beam position change with irradiation time is steadily registered with high sampling rate (16 kHz range) until it reaches its steady-state, i.e., the absorption induced refractive index gradient stays constant. To obtain a high accuracy, averaging is applied resulting in one data point every half a second. Due to the rather long data acquisition (0.5 s) and total measurement time (tens to hundreds of seconds), the deflection signal is only a function of the average absorbed pump laser power. Therefore, the actual operation mode (pulsed or continuous wave) of the pump laser does not affect the outcome of the measurement as long as the sample absorption and mean pump laser power is identical. In addition, lamps instead of laser sources can be applied as pump light source as long as the light can be shaped to an mm-size spot on the sample. Compared to alternative photo-thermal techniques, it is not required to temporally shape a pump laser operating in continuous wave mode. Furthermore, the pump laser pulse duration is not of importance for the LID measurement itself. However, the pump laser operation mode can strongly influence the sample absorption e.g., due to nonlinear absorption. This of course needs to be taken into account when choosing the pump laser source.
The LID technique itself is not limited by the pump laser wavelength as long as the average power of the pumping light is sufficient to detect the sample's absorption. A limiting factor is the wavelength of the probe laser if the investigated sample/substrate is not transparent. Here, a change of the probe beam wavelength or the use of a particular LID measuring concept (see Section 2.3.3) is required.
Absolute Calibration
Absolute calibration is a key figure of merit in photo-thermal absorption measurement techniques. For the LID technique, the approach of the calorimetry-electrical calibration-has been transferred for the first time to photo-thermal techniques. To obtain the absolute absorption value out of the LID measurement data, the thermal lens is generated by particular electric heaters. Since the shape of the thermal lens is different for bulk and coating (surface) absorption, both need to be calibrated separately for each combination of sample material and geometry [7] . In case of coating/surface absorption, small surface-mount-device (SMD) elements-fixed onto a very thin copper plate (thickness~200 µm)-are placed centrally onto the sample surface ( Figure 2 ). The copper plate allows for the required high thermal conduction to the sample. This calibration procedure can only be applied to transversal pump-probe configurations where the probe beam is not guided through the irradiated/heated sample part.
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LID Measurement Concepts
In order to account for the variety of measurement tasks, different concepts based on the LID technique have been developed ( Figure 5 ). For the different concepts, it was investigated whether to pass two probe beams through the sample outside the irradiated area or just one probe beam inside the irradiated area. Further, the two-dimensional PSD allows detecting both, the probe beam deflection in direction of the pump laser (= horizontal) or perpendicular to it (= vertical). Due to the general scheme in Figure 1 it was tested how the LID technique can be adapted to round sample geometries without side-face polishing, which is a preferred geometry in coating manufacturing. Finally, particular attention is paid to increasing the sensitivity of substrates that are disadvantageous for photo-thermal measurements (e.g., Sapphire, CaF 2 . . . ). However, all the different concepts have been considered with respect to maintaining the electrical calibration procedure.
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Classic Vertical Concept
The classic vertical concept ( Figure 5a ) applies two probe beams above/beneath the irradiated spot and utilizes the probe beam deflection perpendicular to the pump beam direction. A high signal-to-noise ratio makes the vertical concept the best option for absorption measurements in bulk and highly reflective coatings if the required sample geometry can be supplied. The position of the probe beam can be changed with respect to the sample length. Consequently, for measuring coatings
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Classic Vertical Concept
The classic vertical concept ( Figure 5a ) applies two probe beams above/beneath the irradiated spot and utilizes the probe beam deflection perpendicular to the pump beam direction. A high signal-to-noise ratio makes the vertical concept the best option for absorption measurements in bulk and highly reflective coatings if the required sample geometry can be supplied. The position of the probe beam can be changed with respect to the sample length. Consequently, for measuring coatings the probe beams pass the sample close to the coated surface while for bulk absorption measurement the probe beams pass the sample in the middle of the sample length where influences of the front/rear surfaces are minimal. In the case of transparent coatings, the deflection always comprises of both, the coating and substrate absorption. For separation, there are two approaches. For the first, an uncoated reference substrate of same geometry/material is measured additionally, and the difference in the deflection signals is assigned to the coating absorption. In case of double-side coated surfaces, however, only the sum of both coating absorptions is accessible. In order to avoid systematic errors, it is essential that the coated and uncoated substrates feature identical bulk and surface absorption properties. For a second approach, the deflection signals are measured at different positions along the sample length. In case of a single-side coated sample (neglecting the absorption of the uncoated surface), two different positions are required. Together with the corresponding bulk and surface absorption calibrations, the bulk and coating absorptions can be calculated. In contrast to the first approach, the individual coating absorptions of a double-side coated substrate are detectable by using three different measurement positions along the sample length.
Horizontal Concept
The only concept that breaks with the general LID scheme is the horizontal concept for coating measurements only. Here, in contrast, only one probe beam is guided centrally through the middle of the irradiated area at a position closest to the coated sample surface (Figure 5b ). The resulting deflection in the direction of the pump beam allows for detecting the surface absorption virtually free of the sample's bulk absorption [9] . Therefore, the horizontal concept is an alternative choice in particular for investigating anti-reflecting or partially reflecting coatings, where typically both bulk and coating absorption are present in the measurement signal for the classic vertical concept. Using only one probe beam instead of two reduces the signal-to-noise ratio compared to the classic vertical concept. However, no separation between bulk and coating absorption is required which yields an overall improvement for the measurement accuracy. A limitation for absolute absorption measurements is given by guiding the probe beam through the pump laser volume. The use of the electrical calibration now requires virtually identical areas for electrical and laser heating. This limits the concept to top-hat shaped pump laser beams.
Sandwich Vertical Concept
The sensitivity of photo-thermal absorption measurement techniques depends on the thermo-optical properties of the investigated material. For a variety of interesting materials, e.g., crystals like Sapphire or CaF 2 , this results in very small thermal lenses. While this is favorable in the application, the measurement sensitivity easily gets insufficient for very low absorption detection.
The recently demonstrated sandwich vertical concept (Figure 5c ) solves this issue [10] . The basic principle consists of a small sample of investigation that is placed between two larger tiles of an appropriate optical material (→ sandwich). The pump laser still hits the sample of investigation and generates the absorption induced heat. The probe beams, however, are passing the sandwich tiles instead of the sample. The probe beams are now deflected by the thermal lens that is generated in the optical tiles after the absorption induced heat in the sample is transferred into the tiles.
There are a few prominent features related to this concept. Compared to the LID vertical concept, it enables a strong increase in measurement sensitivity for materials with a low photo-thermal response by choosing appropriate optical tile materials, e.g., fused silica [10] . The reason is that now the probe beams use the thermo-optical properties of the sandwich tile material instead of those of the sample material. Strictly speaking, the low sensitivity materials like Sapphire or CaF 2 are now measured with the sensitivity for fused silica. Separating the sites of pump beam absorption (sample of investigation) and probe beam deflection (optical tiles) allows a sensitivity increase for many optical materials by more than an order of magnitude.
Apart from the sensitivity increase, the Sandwich vertical concept also overcomes another drawback of the LID technique. As a result of the transversal pump-probe configuration, not only two, but in total four polished side-faces are required in order to allow both pump and probe beam guiding through the sample. Recently, it was proven by electrical calibration and real measurements that the amount of heat transferred into the optical tiles until stationary thermal lens condition is the same whether the contact surfaces are polished or not [11] . Therefore, the requirement for additional side-face polishing is omitted. Moreover, the investigated material does not need to be transparent for the probe beam anymore. This clears the way for potential investigations of infrared optical materials or metallic substrates.
Thin Disc Vertical Concept
Commonly in optical coating manufacturing, round shaped substrates are standard for thin film investigations. In particular, substrates of 1" diameter and 1mm thickness are used as reference samples for post-coating characterizations. In order to match this geometry to the LID concept, the thin disc vertical concept has been developed (Figure 5d ). Using a particularly designed holder, a thin round sample (1-2" diameter, thickness: 1-2 mm) is pressed against a rectangular (cubic) substrate. The latter possesses at least four polished side-faces to allow for a measurement similar to the classic vertical concept. Similar to the Sandwich vertical concept, the probe beams are guided through the rectangular substrate-instead of using the actual sample of investigation-and use the thermal lens that is generated by heat conduction from the absorption in the coated thin sample. For transparent coating investigations, the LID measuring signal is composed of three absorptions originating from the coating itself, the thin round sample substrate and the rectangular substrate. To identify the coating absorption, it is required to perform a reference measurement using an uncoated thin substrate of same geometry/material attached to the rectangular substrate. In case of double-side coated surfaces, however, only the sum of both coating absorptions is accessible. It is essential that the thin substrates feature identical bulk and surface absorption properties in order to avoid systematic errors.
Results and Discussion
This section contains a variety of experimental results in order to show the benefit of using direct absorption measurements for optical coating characterization. The scope ranges from influences of deposition parameters or impurities to laser irradiation induced effect, nonlinear absorption and separation between thin film and interface absorption.
Absorption vs. Coating Deposition Temperature (Thin Disc Vertical Concept)
One of the critical parameters in optical coating manufacturing is the deposition temperature. It has, for example, an impact on the thin film structure (→ refractive index, scattering) or the stoichiometry (→ defects). Nonstoichiometric films often give rise to increased absorption due to the formation of intrinsic defects. For oxide coatings these are preferable oxygen vacancies [12] [13] [14] whereas for fluorides the formation of color centers or even localized metallic clusters is critical [15, 16] . For our studies, high-reflecting (HR) mirrors (MgF 2 /LaF 3 ) for 193 nm and AOI = 45 • have been deposited onto CaF 2 substrates (1" diameter, thickness 2 mm) by thermal evaporation using deposition temperatures in the range 250-370 • C. Absorption measurements have been carried out by means of the thin disc vertical concept using an ArF excimer laser (ExciStar S Industrial, Coherent GmbH, Goettingen, Germany) with a repetition rate f = 1 kHz. Upon laser irradiation, all samples showed an initial absorption decrease related to laser induced desorption of hydrocarbons (Figure 6a ) [17] . Figure 6b displays the absorption data after initial decrease as function of the deposition temperature. The data show a linear increase in the HR coating absorption with deposition temperature. However, it cannot be distinguished whether both materials contribute to the raising absorption. The finding of an absorption increase is somewhat unexpected, since often higher temperature (annealing) yields absorption improvement in optical thin films like LaF3 [19] . However, interface or structural properties (layer growth) may strongly depend on the deposition process and temperature and affect the overall absorption. Further, temperature related changes may be advantageous or disadvantageous, respectively, for the individual coating materials.
Absorption vs. Impurities (Thin Disc Vertical Concept)
Besides intrinsic defects, impurities play a large role for the absorption properties of optical coatings. However, they are caused by other sources like insufficiently pure raw materials or inner parts of the deposition chamber, e.g., crucibles. We compared different HfO2 single layers (optical thickness: 4λ/4 @266 nm) on fused silica substrates (1" diameter, thickness 1mm), made by ion-assisted deposition (IAD) from different raw materials. Since HfO2 is the most preferred high-index material in the UV range, we tested the absorption at the prominent laser wavelengths 355 nm (Spruce-355/5, Huaray Precision Lasers, Wuhan, China) and 266 nm (NANIO 266-2-V-development, InnoLas Photonics GmbH, Krailling, Germany), respectively. All thin films have been characterized by TOF-SIMS analysis. It was found, that in particular the iron content strongly varies amongst the raw materials. Figure 7 shows the HfO2 layer absorption as a function of the iron content. It is seen that the HfO2 absorption at 355 nm is significantly lower than at 266 nm which is attributed to the cumulative influence of the HfO2 band edge. For both wavelengths, the absorption increases linearly with the iron concentration which coincides with the common very broad absorption bands of metallic impurities.
Absorption Change upon Initial Laser Irradiation (thin disc vertical + sandwich concept)
Providing invariant laser operation requires optical components that do not alter upon laser irradiation. However, it is well-known that under exposure to UV or DUV laser light, even intrinsic defects in highly transparent optical materials can alter. A prominent example is fused silica where defect generation, defect annealing and defect transformation can occur upon initial ArF laser irradiation [20] . Hence it is worth looking to the absorption properties of optical coatings with respect to their changes under intense UV or DUV laser irradiation. An AR coating based on MgF2/LaF3 has been deposited by thermal evaporation onto a CaF2 substrate (1" diameter, thickness 1 mm). In addition, each of the coating materials has been deposited individually on separate substrates within the coating runs. The CaF2 substrates have been attached to a fused silica cube for measurement (see Figure 5d ). Combining the thin vertical concept with the idea of the sandwich concept allows for a strong sensitivity increase (∼factor of 10) by using the photo-thermal properties However, it cannot be distinguished whether both materials contribute to the raising absorption. The finding of an absorption increase is somewhat unexpected, since often higher temperature (annealing) yields absorption improvement in optical thin films like LaF 3 [19] . However, interface or structural properties (layer growth) may strongly depend on the deposition process and temperature and affect the overall absorption. Further, temperature related changes may be advantageous or disadvantageous, respectively, for the individual coating materials.
Absorption vs. Impurities (Thin Disc Vertical Concept)
Besides intrinsic defects, impurities play a large role for the absorption properties of optical coatings. However, they are caused by other sources like insufficiently pure raw materials or inner parts of the deposition chamber, e.g., crucibles. We compared different HfO 2 single layers (optical thickness: 4λ/4 @266 nm) on fused silica substrates (1" diameter, thickness 1mm), made by ion-assisted deposition (IAD) from different raw materials. Since HfO 2 is the most preferred high-index material in the UV range, we tested the absorption at the prominent laser wavelengths 355 nm (Spruce-355/5, Huaray Precision Lasers, Wuhan, China) and 266 nm (NANIO 266-2-V-development, InnoLas Photonics GmbH, Krailling, Germany), respectively. All thin films have been characterized by TOF-SIMS analysis. It was found, that in particular the iron content strongly varies amongst the raw materials. Figure 7 shows the HfO 2 layer absorption as a function of the iron content. It is seen that the HfO 2 absorption at 355 nm is significantly lower than at 266 nm which is attributed to the cumulative influence of the HfO 2 band edge. For both wavelengths, the absorption increases linearly with the iron concentration which coincides with the common very broad absorption bands of metallic impurities.
of fused silica instead of CaF2. The three samples (AR, LaF3, and MgF2) have been irradiated at 266 nm (NANIO 266-2-V-development, InnoLas Photonics GmbH) with intermediate absorption measurements. Figure 8a shows that during 10 minutes of laser irradiation, the absorption of the AR coating roughly has doubled before reaching a stationary value. The results of the individual coating materials give proof that while the LaF3 thin film does not show any irradiation induced absorption change, the MgF2 thin film nearly tripled its absorption during initial irradiation (Figure 8b ). 
Separation between Thin Film and Interface Absorption (Thin Disc Vertical + Sandwich Concept)
For transparent optical thin films like AR coatings, interface engineering i.e., surface polishing and cleaning, is the key to low absorption and corresponding to high resistance against very intense laser irradiation (LID-laser induced damage threshold). Inadequate surface preparation before the coating process may result in surface absorption not caused by the thin film itself. Consequently, strongly varying interface/surface absorption is likely to occur by different polishing/cleaning/coating technologies. Further, in order to simulate a total absorption of HR coatings, the absorption of the individual layer materials is required without contributions related to the substrate surface. Hence, separating between interface and thin film absorption by appropriate experiment design is highly required. One way to solve that issue is measuring a series of samples with different optical film thicknesses but identical surface preparation. Figure 9 gives the results for LID absorption measurements at 266 nm (NANIO 266-2-V-development, InnoLas Photonics GmbH, Krailling, Germany) of single MgF2 and LaF3 single layers (thermal evaporation) on CaF2 substrates (1" diameter, thickness 1 mm) which have been attached to a fused silica cube for sensitivity enhancement. 
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For transparent optical thin films like AR coatings, interface engineering i.e., surface polishing and cleaning, is the key to low absorption and corresponding to high resistance against very intense laser irradiation (LID-laser induced damage threshold). Inadequate surface preparation before the coating process may result in surface absorption not caused by the thin film itself. Consequently, strongly varying interface/surface absorption is likely to occur by different polishing/cleaning/coating technologies. Further, in order to simulate a total absorption of HR coatings, the absorption of the individual layer materials is required without contributions related to the substrate surface. Hence, separating between interface and thin film absorption by appropriate experiment design is highly required. One way to solve that issue is measuring a series of samples with different optical film thicknesses but identical surface preparation. Figure 9 gives the results for LID absorption measurements at 266 nm (NANIO 266-2-V-development, InnoLas Photonics GmbH, Krailling, Germany) of single MgF 2 and LaF 3 single layers (thermal evaporation) on CaF2 substrates (1" diameter, thickness 1 mm) which have been attached to a fused silica cube for sensitivity enhancement. The different layer thicknesses are matched to allow for optical thickness of multiple of λ/4 in order to generate identical surface reflectance. The results in Figure 9 prove that the interface absorption contributes significantly to the total surface absorption. In particular for the thinnest layer of λ/4 thickness, the interface contribution can reach up to 50% and higher of the overall absorption. Consequently, the simulation for an HR mirror based on the investigated MgF2 and LaF3 materials would considerably overestimate its absorption and underestimate the achievable reflectivity. The k values, calculated by k = (α × λ)/4π (2) with α being the absorption coefficient per Nanometer and λ the wavelength, are in the 10 −5 range. These are reasonable data compared to commonly published data for the deep UV range [15, 21] .
Nonlinear Thin Film Absorption (Horizontal Concept)
For high laser intensities and/or short laser wavelengths, not only the linear but also a potential nonlinear absorption in the coatings need to be considered.
In the case of bulk materials, optical materials like SiO2 or metal fluorides show very small intrinsic absorption due to their large bandgaps. High laser intensities, however, enables intrinsic or defect related nonlinear absorption, which is not accessible to common transmission measurements using spectrophotometers. Consequently, direct absorption measurement techniques combined with intense laser light have been applied to investigate the nonlinear absorption behavior in DUV bulk materials, mainly at the wavelengths 193, 248 and 266 nm. In contrast, very few experimental results exist with respect to the nonlinear absorption of the common thin film materials for the DUV wavelength region. This might originate from the linear absorption coefficients of coatings, which are significantly higher than for the corresponding bulk materials. Typically, any optical coating of a thickness of 10 mm would be completely opaque. Therefore, small nonlinear absorption might be hidden by a strong linear absorption background. However, recent experiments using direct absorption measurements have revealed measurable nonlinear absorption even in thin single layers [22] [23] [24] . Similar to the linear absorption, it was demonstrated that two-photon absorption (TPA) coefficients in optical coatings remarkably exceed those for the corresponding bulk materials. To a certain extent, these enlarged nonlinear absorption values are referred to sequential two-step The different layer thicknesses are matched to allow for optical thickness of multiple of λ/4 in order to generate identical surface reflectance. The results in Figure 9 prove that the interface absorption contributes significantly to the total surface absorption. In particular for the thinnest layer of λ/4 thickness, the interface contribution can reach up to 50% and higher of the overall absorption. Consequently, the simulation for an HR mirror based on the investigated MgF 2 and LaF 3 materials would considerably overestimate its absorption and underestimate the achievable reflectivity. The k values, calculated by k = (α × λ)/4π (2) with α being the absorption coefficient per Nanometer and λ the wavelength, are in the 10 −5 range. These are reasonable data compared to commonly published data for the deep UV range [15, 21] .
In the case of bulk materials, optical materials like SiO 2 or metal fluorides show very small intrinsic absorption due to their large bandgaps. High laser intensities, however, enables intrinsic or defect related nonlinear absorption, which is not accessible to common transmission measurements using spectrophotometers. Consequently, direct absorption measurement techniques combined with intense laser light have been applied to investigate the nonlinear absorption behavior in DUV bulk materials, mainly at the wavelengths 193, 248 and 266 nm. In contrast, very few experimental results exist with respect to the nonlinear absorption of the common thin film materials for the DUV wavelength region. This might originate from the linear absorption coefficients of coatings, which are significantly higher than for the corresponding bulk materials. Typically, any optical coating of a thickness of 10 mm would be completely opaque. Therefore, small nonlinear absorption might be hidden by a strong linear absorption background. However, recent experiments using direct absorption measurements have revealed measurable nonlinear absorption even in thin single layers [22] [23] [24] . Similar to the linear absorption, it was demonstrated that two-photon absorption (TPA) coefficients in optical coatings remarkably exceed those for the corresponding bulk materials. To a certain extent, these enlarged nonlinear absorption values are referred to sequential two-step absorption processes via intermediate defect energy levels [22] .
For investigating nonlinear absorption properties, two different MgF 2 thin films (thermal evaporation, Table 1 ) on CaF 2 substrates (15 × 15 × 10 mm 3 ) have been measured at 193nm (ExciStar S Industrial, Coherent GmbH, Goettingen, Germany) as a function of the laser intensity. For very weak absorption values, i.e., αh 1 and βI 0 h 1, the light absorption A in a thin film of a thickness h as a function of the incident laser intensity I 0 can be simplified to
where α and β denote the one-and two-photon absorption coefficient, respectively. Therefore, using Equation (3) for the results of thin film absorption measurements as function of the laser intensity (or fluence) allow for a calculation of the two-photon absorption coefficient β. Figure 10 shows the results for the two MgF 2 thin films. weak absorption values, i.e., αh ≪ 1 and βI0h ≪ 1, the light absorption A in a thin film of a thickness h as a function of the incident laser intensity I0 can be simplified to
where α and β denote the one-and two-photon absorption coefficient, respectively. Therefore, using Equation (3) for the results of thin film absorption measurements as function of the laser intensity (or fluence) allow for a calculation of the two-photon absorption coefficient β. Figure 10 shows the results for the two MgF2 thin films. Figure 10 . Absorption at 193 nm vs. laser fluence for two different MgF2 thin films (see Table 1 ) (Adapted from [25] . Copyright 2009 The Optical Society). Table 1 summarizes the calculated extinction coefficients and two-photon absorption coefficients for the investigated MgF2 thin films. The k values in the low to medium 10-4 range are very comparable to extinction coefficients obtained recently by spectral reflectance and transmission measurements [15, 16, 21, 26, 27] . As in recently published investigations, the obtained two-photon absorption coefficients in this work are several orders of magnitude higher than those obtained for fluoride single crystals [28] [29] [30] [31] . This might be explained in two ways. First, due to the typically low crystalline order of the thin films, their bandgaps are supposed to be lower than for the corresponding single crystal which can result in a higher nonlinear absorption coefficient. Second, a larger number of real defect states (extrinsic or intrinsic nature) are responsible for the high single photon absorption coefficient in thin films compared to the single crystals. Therefore, bridging the bandgap is likely to occur by sequential two-step absorption using intermediate defect energy levels. For such a scenario, the defect related, effective two-photon absorption can substantially exceed the intrinsic two-photon absorption via virtual energy states [31] . Figure 10 . Absorption at 193 nm vs. laser fluence for two different MgF 2 thin films (see Table 1 ) (Adapted from [25] . Copyright 2009 The Optical Society). Table 1 summarizes the calculated extinction coefficients and two-photon absorption coefficients for the investigated MgF 2 thin films. The k values in the low to medium 10-4 range are very comparable to extinction coefficients obtained recently by spectral reflectance and transmission measurements [15, 16, 21, 26, 27] . As in recently published investigations, the obtained two-photon absorption coefficients in this work are several orders of magnitude higher than those obtained for fluoride single crystals [28] [29] [30] [31] . This might be explained in two ways. First, due to the typically low crystalline order of the thin films, their bandgaps are supposed to be lower than for the corresponding single crystal which can result in a higher nonlinear absorption coefficient. Second, a larger number of real defect states (extrinsic or intrinsic nature) are responsible for the high single photon absorption coefficient in thin films compared to the single crystals. Therefore, bridging the bandgap is likely to occur by sequential two-step absorption using intermediate defect energy levels. For such a scenario, the defect related, effective two-photon absorption can substantially exceed the intrinsic two-photon absorption via virtual energy states [31] .
Summary and Outlook
We have demonstrated that the combination of photo-thermal absorption measurement and reliable absolute calibration via electrical heaters allow for enhanced characterization of optical coatings. Based on the general idea of the laser induced deflection (LID) technique, a variety of concepts have been derived and presented to allow for different measurement requirements. Here, particular attention has been paid to realize the measurement of round sample geometries commonly used in coating characterization. Further, measuring transparent optical coatings with negligible contribution from the underlying substrate has been demonstrated. Finally, a concept is depicted to overcome the drawback of photo-thermally insensitive substrate materials like CaF 2 or Sapphire.
Reliable absolute calibration is one of the most important issues for photo-thermal absorption measurements. In contrast to common simulation procedures or use of samples with known absorption properties, an electrical calibration adapted from the calorimetric absorption measurement is applied. Hereby, an absolute calibration of the setup is carried out without any knowledge of the substrate's material parameters. However, it is required to use a calibration substrate of same geometry and material as the sample of investigation.
Experimental results have been presented for prominent UV and deep UV laser wavelengths (355, 266 and 193 nm), covering a variety of factors that critically can influence the absorption properties in optical coatings e.g., the deposition process, defects and impurities, intense laser irradiation and surface/interface engineering. The UV and deep UV wavelength region has been chosen because here, the combination of high laser intensity and high photon energy gives rise to enhanced interaction between the laser light and the optical coating. Further, prominent absorption bands of defects and impurities are located in the considered spectral region, e.g., color centers or oxygen deficiency centers.
With respect to round substrate geometries, current activities are ongoing to adapt the LID technique also to thick round standard substrates (e.g., thickness 1 4 "). Applying the thin round vertical concept would result in too low a sensitivity due to the large distance between the coating and the probe beams. The thick substrates are in particular applied for mirrors of highest reflectance (>99.99%). The ability to use the LID technique would give an additional advantage to optical coating characterization in combination with the cavity ring-down (CRD) technique that is used to precisely determine the mirror's reflectance. Thereby it would be possible to separate between absorption and scattering loss contributions allowing a defined improvement of highly reflecting mirrors. 
